PERFECT LAD1KS
Woking comes to the window and says' Who's ftere ? *
Do I say ' Pass friend * or {Advance one and mffc&the
counterweight' ? "	X * *
"You  He  perfectly still,"  said  I.   "Then  herlT
think he's mistaken and go away.   And now I'm going
to leave you.   I take it the gutter's of stone."
" That is my belief," said Berry. " Nothing but
stone could have been so extremely harsh. At present
it's bung full of soot, so I can't be sure. The soot, I
may say, yields to pressure, same as a swamp. It's
the best place to sprain your ankle I ever saw."
I wiped the face of my wrist-watch and peered at
the dial.
As I did so, some clock or other began to beat out
the hour. Twelve o'clock.
" Any time now," I said, and went over the ridge.
Arrived at the gully, I set my feet in the gutter and
sat on the slates, ready to rise in an instant and go on
my knees by the wall. If anyone came to the window,
I could then fall flat on my face, a movement which,
if I were standing, it would not be easy to make. What
Berry had said of the soot was perfectly true. I could
have kicked myself for not bringing overalls. . Then I
raised my eyes to the heaven and wondered whether
the rain or the taxi would be the first to appear.
Looking back, I find it strange that we should have
been so certain that Woking was sitting, awaiting that
inidnight train. If she can do so, a woman avoids a
journey which keeps her abroad so late, For myself,
if I had to travel by rail from Paris to Tours, I should
do so by day. After all, three hours and a half is
nothing at all. Be that as it may, I knew that a taxi
was coming as sure as the dawn, and when I heard
the drone of an engine abusing a neighbouring street, I
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